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Abstract: Every digital media that are encoded in machine-readable formats termed as Digital Media. To protect personal data stored in computers and the same which is used for digital communication needs protection and identity. In this way Digital Identity plays a major role in communication. In Multimedia, digital watermarking can be employed to get digital ownership for the digital media. In consideration with these issues, we propose to a framework which incorporates digital watermark with biometric data as the kernel. This is a watermark based technique which uses encrypted biometric data which proves ownership of digital media. With our proposed solution, each individuality will have unique watermark mechanism and this will enhance the ownership of digital media. Encrypted fingerprint images with its biometric features are generated and used as watermarking scheme. We evaluate by applying Arnold transformation to encrypt the biometric data and to embed the watermark in the image discrete cosine transformation was used. We have used MATLAB 7.14 to simulate and represent the results. The results have proven that digital media for digital media was efficient and robust.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A watermark is a mechanism in which a mark is inserted as an entity in a paper document or in a stream of a video or image and this secretly embedded mark represents the holder of an individual. The various watermarking entities are represented in the below Fig. 1.

![Various Watermarking Entities](image)

Fig. 1 The various watermarking entities

The process of embedding an unseen mark of an owner in an entity resolves the ownership conflicts process, this is termed as watermarking. The intention of watermarking scheme is to protect and secure a authentic ownership against illegal claims and distribution of copyrighted works, piracy, forgery, or theft.

Digital image refers to processing of a two dimensional picture by a digital computer. In general, digital image can be represented as an array of real or complex numbers with a finite number of bits. An image will be digitized and stored in computer memory as a matrix of binary digits. To claim ownership in digital media, a digital watermark can be used. In this paper, we propose a solution to overcome the ownership issues on any digital media. We incorporate biometric data and its features to provide secure ownership. Watermarks produced from biometric features are used to encrypt fingerprint images. In this way unique recognition can be achieved and ownership for digital content can be established. In this framework, we have shown the importance of digital...
ownership for digital content in communication. The next section provides the survey followed by proposed framework with results and discussions.

II. RELATED WORK

Watermarking is a simplified and low cost model which is used for longer time in protecting and hiding a message for secure communication in a digital form. The application which employs digital watermarking uses some algorithm to verify the ownership of an entity. The mechanism of altering the entity in a mode so that only the correspondent dispatcher and anticipated receiver will be allowed to use and understand the message embedded in it. Getting a digital ownership for digital media is mostly unsecure in the existing approaches. We have compared and represented the schemes used for various watermarking mechanisms in the survey.

In paper [2], they proposed to compact with the content protection problem in the DIBR 3D images which uses a novel blind multiple watermarking schemes. Their results have shown that their proposed methodology is better and robust when comparing with JPEG compression and various noise adding attacks.

In paper [3], a watermarking method with the DIBR generated from new viewpoint video frame was proposed and employed. They have represented the results and shown that their proposed solution solves the issues related to watermarking which uses the new viewpoint video frame which does not affects the quality of the image generated by DIBR.

A spread-spectrum-like discrete cosine transform domain (DCT domain) [7] watermarking method for copyright safety of immobile digital images is analysed in this paper. The DCT was deployed on 8*8 pixels blocks in the JPEG algorithm. They have performed two tests namely: watermark decoding and watermark detection. A generalized Gaussian distribution was applied to statistically reproduce the DCT coefficients of the unique image. The process performed in paper [7] is shown below in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

In the digital watermarking community, a watermark conflict to geometric attacks is a most important issue to be resolved. Most of the measures in the literature focuses on the common problems of affine transforms like scaling, translation and rotation. The robust features are less/more related to the corresponding pixel position is the major problem in the existing watermarking techniques. An image based watermarking mechanism [4] was proposed by considering two statistical features – the histogram shape and the mean in the Gaussian filtered low-frequency component of images.

An efficient and robust method was presented in paper [5]. This is a new informed image watermarking scheme which provides high level of sturdiness and reduces the complexity level at a rate of 1/64 bit/pixel. This proposed methodology uses Taylor series and Hidden Markov model (HMM) in the wavelet domain. Then a new HMM-based spherical code is constructed to offer an efficient tradeoff between robustness and deformation.
Few of most used watermarking algorithms are Patchwork-based watermark, Watermarking by histogram specification. All the existing watermarking schemes use a Pseudo random number sequence or chaos based watermark or an image. These watermarking mechanisms may not be owned for ownership. There were limitations in getting the authentic ownership for the digital media and the existing methods do not address an efficient methodology to address this issue.

We propose to make use biometric features of encrypted fingerprint images to generate watermarks. By doing this, sole credentials can be achieved and this provides a secure ownership of digital media since biometric features are distinctive for each and every humans. We use Arnold transformation and DCT for secure ownership. To encrypt the biometric data Arnold transformation was used and to embed the watermark in the image discrete cosine transformation was used. We have discussed the implementations and results in the next section.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In our proposed scheme, the features of the biometric data were incorporated as the kernel of the digital watermark. The prerequisites of a digital watermark will be met using the biometric data. This watermarking will be unique for every individual and this helps in proving the secure ownership of their digital content, this was one of the advantages of the proposed scheme. A watermark with biometric features will be having a clear brand of ownership. An Image Processing System was represented in Fig. 4. The proposed scheme was simulated using MATLAB 7.14, which is a high-performance language for technical computing. This provides an easy-to-use and flexible background to solve the problems and express the solutions in a familiar manner. This also can be used to deploy mathematical notations. MATLAB is an interactive system whose basic data element is an array that does not require dimensioning. This helps us to answer many complex technical problems, particularly related to matrix and vector.
The watermarking protection scheme is illustrated in the Fig. 5.

![Watermarking Protection Scheme Diagram](image)

**Fig. 5 Process Involved in Watermarking Protection Scheme**

A. **Multi Model Biometric Fusion**

1) **Finger Print**: The fingerprint area in the image was first cropped to enhance the quality of the image and histogram equalization was performed to increase the perception information. This was performed to get better dissimilarity in the image by diversifying their intensity values over the entire cropped image.

2) **Retinal**: This stage is the crucial stage where we perform the pre-processing to the raw input images here convert the input colour images into corresponding gray images and invert the gray image into inverted green channel in order to make the blood vessel to be more visible.

3) **Fingervein**: Rotational and translational variations are felt as noisy in the acquired fingerprint images. So images are pre-processed under three stages. 1) ROI Segmentation, 2) Translation and position arrangement and 3) Enhancement of image to extract the patterns. As a result, to segment the ROI from the original image binary mask was used. Finally, the biometric enhanced data was combined.

B. **Chaotic Encryption**

Arnold Cat Map was employed to perform shearing and wrapping process to absolutely scramble a matrix subsequent to much iteration. This was a one to one mapping mechanism.

C. **Feature Extraction**

To mine the features from the iris image, a Haar wavelet technique was used. The features of the image are extracted and the localization of the inner iris boundary is performed using Hough transformation. Discrete Haar Wavelet Transform (DHWT) was used for extracting the features of the image.

D. **Watermarking**

A watermarking scheme based on biometric data was developed using an algorithm based on discrete cosine transforms (DCT). This divides an image into dissimilar frequency bands and makes much simpler to use middle frequency bands of an image for embedding process in watermarking.

E. **Feature Matching**

Euclidean distance or Euclidean metric is the normal straight line distance between two points. L2 norm or L2 distance is the global term for the Euclidean norm.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The proposed framework was implemented in MATLAB and the results are represented in the following figures. Fig. 6 represents the input image and the encrypted image. The image will be get encrypted with a secret data information which will be secure in communication.

![Fig. 6 Encrypted Image](image1)

The watermarked and the image which was decrypted on the receiver side were shown in Fig. 7. The biometric features used which will be unique to individual and with this features secure way of information exchange can be achieved. The embedded information cannot be accessed by the receiver without any authentic biometric features. Digital ownership for any digital media can be claimed in a safe and secure manner. Decryption process makes the receiver to retrieve the secret embedded information in a secure manner. Feature Extraction and identification was given in Fig. 8.

![Fig. 7 Watermarking and Decryption](image2)
A secure watermarking technique was deployed with the features of biometric encrypted fingerprint image. The same was used as digital watermarking in this proposed scheme. This ensures the ownership of the digital media which used biometric information; this is not open to the elements of any risk and security, which were enhanced to provide better results. The validation of this technique was through means of a DCT based watermarking method. The extracted feature points are mapped individually for identification. Digital ownership for the digital content can be achieved with our methodology and also this scheme was authentic and secure. In future, we plan to discover more efficient methods to encrypt and to enhance the biometric features for making digital ownership for digital media.
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